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Schematic Representation of a Hippocampal Neuron




































































The Cell as a Directed Graph
Hippocampal neuron  2004 v
How do we identify regulatory 
patterns in such 
complex systems?
Network Sciences (graph theory)
Multiple levels of 
representation of  
cellular interactions as networks
We currently use directed 




































































S. Bornholdt Science 310, 5747 (2005)
Methods to study small to large biochemical systems 






































































from receptor to 
effectors as connectivity
propagates
NE, which induces plasticity 
(state change) in CA1 neuron 
induces more +ve motifs as 
compared to –ve motifs as 
signal ( functional 
connectivity) propagates 
through the network
Preferential recruitments of 
positive motifs may trigger 
processes that lead to state 
change in cells




































































Maps Defining Functional Locations of Motifs 


























































































Feed-forward Motif Feedback Loop Bifan Motif
• Provides redundancy
• Leads to signal prolongation
• Coincidence detection
• Signal amplification
• Leads to signal prolongation




Three common motifs originally described by  Uri Alon and colleagues





















































































Bistable behavior of the positive feedback loop
Science  (1999) 283:381Upi Bhalla







































































Signal processing by the p38/JNK protein 








































































Bifans are the most abundant network 
motifs in biological regulatory networks
Milo et al. Science, 298, 824 (2002)











































































































































Comparing OR and AND Gating by Bifans
OR gates are sharp and transient




































































Bifans can Filter Noise




































































Extending the Bifan by Adding c-Jun
Without the c-Jun arm
With the c-Jun arm




































































Extending the circuit by adding 
transcriptional feedback
The bifan configuration can be used 
to control TFs homo and hetrodimer






































































• OR gate bifans produce transient with high amplitude 
output
AND gate bifans prolongs signals and produce 
shallower output
• Bifans can filter noise
• The context of the bifan dramatically affects the signal 
output
Models of transcriptional feedback coupled with bifans
show that the bifan configuration can be used to regulate 




































































A feedforward motif and its functional 
significance
Modulation of Kidney Podocyte Differentiation by a 
Protein Tyrosine Phosphatase-SL-mediated 








































































Milo et al. Science, 298, 824 (2002)















































































































































































































































Coherent FFM can yield prolonged outputs
• Coherent FFM with an 
OR gate (e.g. Z can be 
activated by either X or Y) 
can prolong output.
• This results from the time 
required for Y to 
deactivate.
• Difference in the kinetics 
of the “long” and “short”
pathways does not 








































































Coherent OR FFM can contribute to prolonged 
signaling in transcriptional networks







































































• What is the regulatory role of FFMs in 
signaling networks?
• Can FFM sustain signaling in absence of a 
PFL?






















































































































































































































Effect of multisite phosphorylation on FFM 
behavior
input
kinase 1A kinase 1B
output
kinase 1B-P kinase 1B-PP
kinase 2B kinase 2B-P kinase 2B-PP




































































Noise Filtering by ultrasensitive FFMs
stimulus





































































• Simple FFM can sustain signaling.
• Phosphatase activity sets the timescale for signaling.
• Motif behaviors are relatively robust to perturbation in 
[input] and changes in kinetic parameters.
• Increasing pathlength can prolong signal output.
• Incorporation of an ultrasensitive cascade allows 




































































Can a feedforward motif  prolong 





































































CREB activation as an experimental model for 
studying FFM
• CREB, a key regulator of gene expression, 
is activated by phosphorylation on Ser-133. 
• CREB is responsive to multiple intracellular 
signaling pathways









































































































































MEK Inhibition Blocks Sustained CREB 
Activation



































































































PKA inhibition indicated a more complex 
network





































































































• FFM can prolong CREB signaling in kidney 
podocytes
• Sustained signaling requires both PKA and 
MAPK signaling (“coincidence detection”)
– Synergy between pathways, not simply additive
• Experiments indicate the following:
– PKA-independent mechanism of MAPK activation
– Potential interactions between PKA and MAPK 




































































MAPK Can be Activated via a PKA-independent 
Mechanism





























0’ 5’ 10’ 15’ 30’ 45’
iso
iso + Rp-cAMP




































































EPAC Agonist Activates MAPK in 
Kidney Podocytes












































































Modulation of MAPK activity via a Spatially Specific 
Feedback Loop
• PTP-SL contains a  substrate 
recognition domain (KIM)  in its 
noncatalytic region.
• Phosphorylation of the KIM of 
PTP-SL by PKA inhibits PTPSL’s
association with and the tyrosine 
dephosphorylation of ERK1/2 and 
p38.
• Nuclear translocation of ERK1/2 
and p38 , in the presence of PTP-
SL, is favored upon activation of 
PKA.
• We hypothesize that Rp-cAMP
treatment lifts PKA-dependent 
inhibition.  
Thus, PTP-SL can retain MAPK 
in the cytoplasm and prevent its 




































































PKA regulates nuclear localization of MAPK* 




































































Nested Feedforward loops regulate the 




































































Conclusions from 2nd round models
• Nesting results in CREB control of CREB activation by
time-dependent AND and OR gates
• Iso stimulation activates MAPK through a PKA-independent 
mechanism (Epac/Rap1/BRaf)
• Rp-cAMP treatment did not strongly affect total cellular MAPK 
activity.  However, persistent activation of CREB is strongly inhibited 
( due the spatial regulation)
• PKA modulates nuclear localization of MAPK* through inhibition of 
PTP-SL.
Immunofluorescence experiments indicate that PKA dynamically 
regulates the cellular location of MAPK signaling
• Simulation of the nested FFM network qualitatively captures the 











































































































































Synaptopodin is a marker for the differentiated state of 
podocytes






































































In the differentiated state 
Synaptopodin colocalizes
with the actin filaments
Inhibitors that block the 
FFL also block 
colocalization of  






































































Functions of feedforward motifs
• FFM can prolong signal output in a mammalian 
signaling network
• Coincidence detection and synergy between 
short and long paths emerge as a result of 
spatially specific nesting (via PTP-SL)
• Nested FFM modulates the proliferation-
differentiation switch in kidney podocytes, as 




































































Overall Conclusions  
Regulatory motifs possess considerable 
information processing capabilities
Spatial specification of motifs may be critical in 
understanding their functional capabilities 
Combining motifs by stacking and nesting can 
lead  to complex behaviors that underlie 
decisions regulating changes in cell stateN
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